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Review Process

- Round 1: 2 reviews
- Round 2: 1-2 more reviews
- Round 3: 1-2 more reviews
- Online discussion, more reviews
- PC Meeting

Dead line

Nov 18

Dec 18

Jan 11

Jan 23

26-27 Jan

All Research Reviews

- 1: Hopeless
- 2: Strong Reject
- 3: Weak Reject
- 4: Weak Accept
- 5: Accept
- 6: Strong Accept

All SoK Reviews

- 18
- 40
- 22
Best Practical Paper

Presented by IEEE Security & Privacy Magazine to the “paper most likely to immediately improve the security of current environments and systems.”

Best Practical Paper

*Chip and PIN is Broken*
Steven J. Murdoch
Saar Drimer
Ross Anderson
Mike Bond
University of Cambridge

Best Student Paper

*TaintScope: A Checksum-Aware Directed Fuzzing Tool for Automatic Software Vulnerability Detection*
Tielei Wang, Peking University
Tao Wei, Peking University
Guofei Gu, Texas A & M University
Wei Zou, Peking University

Best Paper

*SCiFI - A System for Secure Face Identification*
Margarita Osadchy
Benny Pinkas
Ayman Jarrous
Boaz Moskovich
University of Haifa
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